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ABSTRACT: The paper deals with some causes - tests, where the material behavior is observed on 
the real parts. Sometimes is this behavior different than opposite theoretical aspects and follows the 
ideas or predictions ... how, why etc. [ l]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Heat treatment (HT) of a ball race is practice on continuous aggregates PVSA and the whole 
process of heat treatment maximally provides the repeatability of quality, the absence of influence of 
human factor which the regular tests of heat treatment confirmed (structure, through hardening, 
decarburization and hardness) [2]. Along this quality process, we came upon problems with races 
deformation, where the maximum thickness is lower than 11 mm and diameter is above 120 mm. 
These defo,rmed ball races are straightened by screws and tJ:Uing machines, which is quite · 1aborious 
but inexpensive method. At this point, it is necessary to straighten 40 - 90 % on oval and face
unflatness. 
Investigation of deformed ball race has Íound rarnmed material on siirface - iťs the assumption of 
influence ofball race surfacing (from the forged piece) �th big dimensional tolerances. 
2. EXPERIMENT
Exams of intensity of cooling in quenching oil showed: oil producer suggests the operation 
temperatures of oil 60 - 130 °C, by oil Durixol W72 aggregate No.I and by the oil OIA6 50 - 120 °C 
aggregate No. 2 .  
W e examined temperatures of 60 °C, 80  °C, 100 °C, 125 °C on both aggregates, with 50 ball 
races at every temperature. 
The results were identical: 20 b.all races are necessary to be straightened on oval, 10 ball races are 
necessary to be straightened by face unflatness, 20 ball races are necessary to be straightened on oval 
and face unfl.iness, and only in one case of oil Durixol at temperature of 125 °C we planned 2 parts 
less for a face unflatness. 
For heating influence - by spirals - the tests were made for 200 parts. When the races came out of 
the aggregate they were measured for deformation (especially in area nearby the spiral). However, we 
didn't discover any difference in deformations ofraces. 
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